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Abstract—Privacy policies are critical for helping individuals
make informed decisions about their personal data. In Europe,
privacy policies are subject to compliance with the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). If done entirely manually,
checking whether a given privacy policy complies with GDPR
is both time-consuming and error-prone. Automated support
for this task is thus advantageous. At the moment, there is an
evident lack of such support on the market. In this paper, we
tackle an important dimension of GDPR compliance checking
for privacy policies. Specifically, we provide automated support
for checking whether the content of a given privacy policy is
complete according to the provisions stipulated by GDPR. To do
so, we present: (1) a conceptual model to characterize the infor-
mation content envisaged by GDPR for privacy policies, (2) an
AI-assisted approach for classifying the information content in
GDPR privacy policies and subsequently checking how well the
classified content meets the completeness criteria of interest;
and (3) an evaluation of our approach through a case study
over 24 unseen privacy policies. For classification, we leverage
a combination of Natural Language Processing and supervised
Machine Learning. Our experimental material is comprised of
234 real privacy policies from the fund industry. Our empirical
results indicate that our approach detected 45 of the total of 47
incompleteness issues in the 24 privacy policies it was applied to.
Over these policies, the approach had eight false positives. The
approach thus has a precision of 85% and recall of 96% over
our case study.

Index Terms—Legal Compliance, Privacy Policies, The General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP), Machine Learning (ML), Case Study Research.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Europe and indeed worldwide, the General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR) [1] is widely viewed as a benchmark
for data protection and privacy regulations. GDPR harmonizes
data privacy laws across Europe, providing further protection
to individuals for controlling their personal data in the face of
new technological developments [2].

While undoubtedly beneficial to individuals in many ways,
the reality is that organizations are having severe difficulties in
understanding what compliance with GDPR means [3]. There
is thus a pressing need for cost-effective methods that can
help different business sectors deal with privacy issues. This
need has not gone unnoticed by the research community. For
example, Perrera et al. [4] propose systematic guidance to help
software engineers develop privacy-aware applications; Torre
et al. [5] propose the use of Model-driven Engineering as a
platform for GDPR compliance automation; and Ayala-Rivera

and Pasquale [6] present a stepwise approach for eliciting
requirements related to GDPR compliance.

To comply with GDPR, organizations need to consider the
principles of personal data processing set out in the regulation,
and to regularly review their measures, practices and processes
related to the collection, use and protection of personal data.
Every organization, whether EU-based or not, which is col-
lecting, processing or in some way handling the personal data
of EU citizens and residents must comply with GDPR.

In this paper, we concern ourselves with GDPR privacy
policies. A privacy policy can be viewed as a technical doc-
ument stating the multiple privacy-related requirements that a
system should satisfy in order to help users make informed
decisions about the data an organization collects and uses.
In other words, a privacy policy explains how an organization
handles personal data and how it applies the GDPR principles.
Privacy policies are usually defined through natural-language
statements. Natural language is an ideal medium for expressing
privacy policies since it is flexible and universal [7]. Despite
these positive characteristics, natural language does not lend
itself easily to automated analysis, and further, leaves ample
room for quality issues such as incompleteness, inconsistency
and ambiguity to occur [8].

This paper tackles an important dimension of GDPR com-
pliance checking for privacy policies. Specifically, in collab-
oration with legal experts from Linklaters (a multinational
law firm), we develop an AI-assisted approach for checking
whether a given privacy policy is “complete” according to
the provisions of GDPR. We use the term “complete” rather
than “compliant” to signify the fact that our current approach
can only detect the presence (or absence) of the information
content types that GDPR envisages for privacy policies; we
do not yet perform a deep semantic analysis of the detected
content for verifying compliance.

The contributions of this paper are two-fold:
(1) We develop a conceptual model for characterizing the

content of privacy policies, as per the provisions of GDPR.
This conceptual model (a) provides an abstract and yet precise
set of information elements that one can expect to find in
GDPR privacy policies, and (b) serves as an enabler for
automated completeness checking – the second contribution
of this paper, described next.

(2) We devise an approach based on Natural Language Pro-



cessing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) for automatically
classifying the content of a given privacy policy. To do so,
we use the information elements in the conceptual model
developed in (1) as classification types, i.e., metadata, for the
content of privacy policies. Subsequently, we use the auto-
matically generated metadata to check whether a given policy
meets the information requirements stipulated by GDPR.

As we discuss in more detail in the next sections, the
metadata types relevant to GDPR privacy policies are nu-
merous. Examples include: PROCESSING_PURPOSES to mark
the purposes of the processing for which personal data is
being collected, LEGAL_BASIS to mark the legal basis for the
processing of personal data, and the data subject right ACCESS
to mark the clause(s) giving an individual the right to request
from the controller access to their personal data.

The paper investigates four Research Questions (RQs):
RQ1: What are the metadata types required for check-

ing the completeness of a privacy policy according to
GDPR? We answer RQ1 by building a conceptual model
that specifies GDPR’s information requirements for privacy
policies. Our conceptual model was developed in close col-
laboration with subject-matter experts. The concepts in this
model are described in a glossary and are further traceable
to the articles of GDPR. Drawing on our conceptual model,
we define a set of criteria for specifying how a privacy policy
should be checked for completeness against GDPR.

RQ2: How can the metadata required for completeness
checking of a privacy policy be extracted automatically?
We answer RQ2 by (1) analyzing the text of privacy policies
through multiple NLP techniques including parsing, similarity
measures and word embeddings, and (2) extracting metadata
types based on the NLP analysis performed alongside ML
classification over word embeddings. Our metadata extraction
approach is applicable to all the metadata types of the con-
ceptual model resulting from RQ1.

RQ3: How accurately can we extract metadata from
a given privacy policy? RQ3 examines the accuracy of our
metadata extraction approach. For RQ3 and the subsequent
RQ4, we scope ourselves to DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT, LE-
GAL_BASIS, and the specializations of these two metadata
types (see Fig. 1). Based on feedback from legal experts, these
two metadata types and their descendants are the most critical
and immediate information that experts need to check while
verifying the completeness of a given privacy policy. Our re-
sults indicate that our approach achieves an average precision
of 99% and 95% with an average recall of 93% and 89% for
DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT and LEGAL_BASIS, respectively.

RQ4: How accurately can we check the completeness
of a given privacy policy? In RQ4, we investigate how well
we can identify incompleteness in privacy policies (as per the
provisions of GDPR). We answer RQ4 by applying the rele-
vant completeness criteria identified in RQ1 to the metadata
extracted in RQ3. On a test set made up of 24 privacy policies,
our approach automatically detected 45 criteria violations out
of a total of 47 in the gold standard, while also detecting eight
false positives. Our completeness checking approach thus has

a precision of 85% and recall of 96% over our test set.
Structure. Sec. II provides background. Sec. III presents

the qualitative study we conducted for building our privacy-
policy conceptual model. Sec. IV describes our approach for
extracting privacy-policy metadata. Sec. V examines through
a case study the accuracy of our metadata extraction and our
completeness checking approach. Sec. VI discusses threats
to validity. Sec. VII compares our contributions with related
work. Sec. VIII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

GDPR. GDPR [1] is a complex regulation comprised of 173
recitals and 99 articles divided into 11 chapters. GDPR applies
primarily to organizations within the EU. However, the regula-
tion may also apply to organizations outside the EU, e.g., when
these organizations offer goods or services to, or monitor indi-
viduals in the EU. If an organization is subject to GDPR, it has
to identify itself as either a data controller or data processor. A
controller determines the purpose and means of the processing,
whereas a processor acts on the instructions of the controller.
The responsibilities of a given organization under GDPR
vary depending on whether it is a processor or a controller.
Processors notably have to: (1) implement adequate technical
and organizational measures to keep personal data safe and
secure, and, in cases of data breaches, notify the controllers;
(2) appoint a statutory data protection officer (if needed) and
conduct a formal impact assessment for certain types of high-
risk processing; (3) keep records about their data process-
ing; and (4) comply to GDPR restrictions when transferring
personal data outside the EU. In comparison to processors,
controllers are subject to more provisions. In particular, in
addition to having to meet the obligations mentioned above,
controllers have to: (1) adhere to six core personal data pro-
cessing principles, namely, fair and lawful processing, purpose
limitation, data minimization, data accuracy, storage limitation,
and data security; (2) keep identifiable individuals informed
about how their personal data will be used; and (3) preserve
the individual rights envisaged by GDPR, e.g., the right to be
forgotten and the right to lodge a complaint. GDPR includes
some specific provisions in relation to privacy policies. We
discuss these provisions in Sec. III.

NLP and ML. Our proposed approach heavily relies on
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learn-
ing (ML). For the basic NLP pipeline, we use the DKPro
toolkit [9]; this toolkit has already been used in the context
of RE, e.g., see [10]. As part of our metadata identifi-
cation approach, we transform words into a mathematical
representation, called word embeddings [11], [12]. There are
two well-known techniques for learning word embeddigs:
Word2Vec [13] and GloVe [14]. We use GloVe’s pre-trained
models. Noting that our implementation is Java-based, we
perform operations on word embeddings using Deeplear-
ing4j [15]. For computing similarity between two textual enti-
ties, we use Cosine Similarity [16]. Our metadata identification
approach further uses ML-based classification. For classifi-
cation and handling imbalance in our dataset, we employ



WEKA [17], [18]. Due to space, we cannot provide a detailed
introduction to all the ML machinery underlying our work.
For this, we refer the reader to ML textbooks, e.g., [19].

III. A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF PRIVACY-POLICY
METADATA (RQ1)

In this section, we present the following three artifacts to
answer RQ1: (1) a conceptual model specifying, in a compre-
hensive manner, the metadata types pertinent to GDPR privacy
policies; (2) a glossary defining these metadata types with
traceability to the articles of GDPR; (3) a set of completeness
criteria for privacy policy as per the provisions of GDPR. Our
conceptual model (artifact 1) is shown in Fig. 1. Our glossary
and completeness criteria (artifacts 2 and 3) are provided as
online annexes [20]. The above-mentioned artifacts were built
using an interactive and incremental method in three main
steps: (1) reading the articles of GDPR that address privacy
policies, (2) creating and refining the artifacts introduced
above, and (3) validating these artifacts with legal experts.
Building the artifacts took four iterations with each iteration
requiring, on average, one month. We had several face-to-
face and off-line validation sessions with legal experts. The
sessions, which lasted between two and three hours each,
collectively added up to approximately 30 hours.

Initially, as suggested by our collaborating legal experts
from Linklaters, we analyzed Art(icles) 13 and 14 of GDPR
– the main GDPR articles targeting privacy policies – and
extracted important concepts to create the metadata and the
dependencies between them. Art. 13 focuses on personal data
collected directly from a data subject (e.g., filling an online
form or an interview), whereas Art. 14 focuses on personal
data obtained indirectly from a data subject (e.g., obtained
from a public website or public list). In particular, we observe
that Art. 13.2(e) (whether the provision of personal data
is a statutory or contractual requirement, or a requirement
necessary to enter into a contract, as well as whether the data
subject is obliged to provide the personal data and of the pos-
sible consequences of failure to provide such data) is related to
the direct collection of personal data, while Art. 14.2(f) (from
which source the personal data originate, and if applicable,
whether it came from publicly accessible sources) deals with
indirect collection. These observations were taken into consid-
eration while building the three artifacts discussed above. In
addition to Art. 13 and 14, and as per the recommendation of
legal experts, we examined Art. 6, 9, 21, 37, 46, 47, 49, 55, and
56. Figure 2 illustrates an excerpt of Art. 13 from which we
have inferred the hierarchical representation of four metadata
types: CONTROLLER, CONTROLLER_REPRESENTATIVE, and
their descendants IDENTITY and CONTACT. These metadata
types refer to four distinct concepts: (1) the identity of
the data controller (CONTROLLER.IDENTITY), (2) the con-
tact details of the data controller (CONTROLLER.CONTACT),
(3) the identity of the data controller’s representative
(CONTROLLER_REPRESENTATIVE.IDENTITY), and (4) the
contact details of the data controller’s representative
(CONTROLLER_REPRESENTATIVE.CONTACT). The metadata

types IDENTITY and CONTACT were ultimately specialized
with the inclusion of other sub-metadata types.

Our conceptual model in Fig. 1 is organized into three
hierarchical levels: level-1, shaded yellow, level-2, shaded
grey, and level-3, shaded white. The colors were introduced to
make the model more readable to annotators and legal experts.
The methodology we used for identifying the metadata types
from GDPR and building the conceptual model is hypothesis
coding [21]. Briefly, hypothesis coding refers to the application
of a predetermined set of codes to qualitative data in order
to assess researcher-generated hypothesis. The codes were
developed from a prediction – in our case, based on a detailed
reading of the relevant articles of GDPR – about what one
would find in the actual data – in our case, actual privacy
policies – before the data was collected and analyzed. In
particular, based on GDPR, we created for privacy policies
a model comprised of a set of codes. Usually, the application
of this coding methodology can range from simple frequency
counts to more complex multivariate analyses. In our context,
we are interested in the presence or absence of metadata types
in a given privacy policy in order to check its completeness
according to GDPR. We created, with the help of legal
experts, our conceptual model to be as close as possible to
the terminology in GDPR.

Each metadata type we identified represents a code, which is
a short phrase that symbolically assigns a summative, salient,
essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute to a portion of
a given privacy policy [21]. For example, the metadata type
RECIPIENTS refers to the text of the privacy policy where the
recipients or categories of recipients of the personal data are
specified (see Art. 13.1(e) of GDPR). In addition, we use sub-
coding [21], which refers to sub-codes as a second-order tag
assigned after a primary code, in order to enrich our metadata
types in terms of specificity. For example, the metadata type
PD_ORIGIN (in yellow) is specialized into two sub-metadata
types: DIRECT and INDIRECT (in gray). Then, INDIRECT
is further specialized into: THIRD-PARTY, PUBLICITY and
COOKIE (in white).

Based on our interpretation and understanding of GDPR
articles, we created an initial version of the metadata con-
ceptual model that contained 20 metadata types along with
their definitions. We kept track of GDPR articles to ensure
traceability in our glossary (artifact 2). Table I presents
an excerpt of our glossary. These (interim) artifacts were
then presented to legal experts for feedback. In addition
to pointing out issues and omission, our collaborating legal
experts were encouraged to bring to our attention any GDPR
article or external documentation/information that needed to
be considered in the context of privacy policies. The feedback
obtained from legal experts was, by and large, concerned
with information that was not explicitly included in GDPR
(e.g., the European Working Party [22]). For example, Art.
13.1(f) states that "the controller intends to transfer personal
data to a third country or international organization and
the existence or absence of an adequacy decision by the
Commission, or [...] appropriate or suitable safeguards [...]".
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Fig. 1: Conceptual Model of Privacy-Policy Metadata.

Where personal data relating to a data subject are collected from the 
data subject, the controller shall, at the time when personal data are 
obtained, provide the data subject with all of the following information: 
(a) the identity and the contact details of the controller and, where 
applicable, of the controller's representative;
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REPRESENTATIVEIDENTITY

CONTROLLER

CONTACT

Fig. 2: Example of Coding in the Context of GDPR.

This article is addressed in Fig. 1 by the metadata type
TRANSFER_OUTSIDE_EUROPE.ADEQUACY_DECISION. In
response to the legal experts’ feedback, we created the sub-
metadata types of ADEQUACY_DECISION that are not dis-
cussed in GDPR. Similarly, we created another level-3 sub-
metadata type: EU_MODEL_CLAUSES.

Once the conceptual model started to stabilize, we created
the proper dependencies between the metadata types in order
to enable privacy-policy completeness checking. Legal experts
asked us to create a questionnaire that would help them specify
the exact content of a given privacy policy for completeness
checking. This questionnaire contains a set of critical questions
whose answers depend on context and are often left tacit in
privacy policies. Nevertheless, the answers to these questions
have important implications on what needs to be explicitly
covered in privacy policies, and hence on completeness check-
ing. The questionnaire is made of the following five questions:
Q1: Do you plan to transfer the collected personal data outside
Europe? Yes/No. Q2: (Q2.1): Is the processing of personal data
carried out by a public authority or body (except for courts
acting in their judicial capacity)? Yes/No; (Q2.2): Does the core
of your activities consist of processing operations which, by
nature, scope and/or purposes, require regular and systematic
monitoring of data subjects on a large scale? Yes/No; (Q2.3):
Does the core of your activities consist of processing on a large
scale personal data relating to special categories (e.g., racial or
ethnic origin, political opinions, or religious or philosophical
beliefs) or to criminal convictions and offenses? Yes/No. Q3:
Will there be other recipients of the collected personal data
besides you? Yes/No. Q4: Where will the activities carried
out by your organization take place? Select country. Q5: In

addition to directly collecting personal data from the data
subject, will this privacy policy also be used to indirectly
collect personal data? Yes/No.

We then created the necessary dependencies between the
metadata types of Fig. 1 and the possible answers to the
questions presented above. Each of the five questions acti-
vates the checking of one or more metadata types. We have
documented these dependencies for completeness checking in
a set of completeness criteria. To facilitate the validation of
these criteria with legal experts, we capture them as activity
diagrams, following the observation by Soltana et al. [23] that
legal experts can understand activity diagrams with relative
ease given some basic training. For example, Art. 14.2(f)
(discussed earlier) is addressed by PD_ORIGIN.INDIRECT
(and its descendants) as described in Fig. 3.

The completeness criterion (represented by an activity dia-
gram) in Fig. 3 uses three shapes to represent different types of
actions or steps in a process: (1) a circle represents the start and
endpoint, (2) a diamond indicates a decision, and (3) a rect-
angle stands for an action representing that (3.1) a metadata
type was correctly found in a privacy policy, or that a metadata
type was not needed in a privacy policy according to GDPR (in
green), (3.2) a warning that corresponds to a metadata type that
was partially found, in other words, a metadata type is found
but some mandatory related information is missing (in orange),
and (3.3) an error indicating that a mandatory metadata type
was not found at all in a privacy policy (in red).

Figure 3 shows the criterion to check the complete-
ness of a privacy policy with respect to the meta-
data type PD_ORIGIN.INDIRECT. This criterion (derived
from Art. 13 and 14 of GDPR) does the follow-
ing: (1) If the answer to Q5 is No, then check-
ing PD_ORIGIN.INDIRECT is not needed; otherwise 2; (2) If
the indirect origin of the personal data is not mentioned at
all, then PD_ORIGIN.INDIRECT is not found; otherwise 3;
(3) If the personal data is collected indirectly from third-
parties, then PD_ORIGIN.INDIRECT.THIRD-PARTY is found;
otherwise 4; (4) If the personal data is collected indirectly
from public sources, then PD_ORIGIN.INDIRECT.PUBLICLY
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Fig. 3: Completeness Criterion for PD_ORIGIN.INDIRECT.
is found; otherwise PD_ORIGIN.INDIRECT is partially found
because the specific indirect source of the personal data (i.e.,
third-party or public) is missing.

Note that the criterion in Fig. 3 does not refer to COOKIE
although COOKIE is a subtype of PD_ORIGIN.INDIRECT in
the conceptual model of Fig. 1. The above-shown criterion
strictly follows GDPR, which does not regulate cookies. How-
ever, our collaborating legal experts suggested that coverage of
cookies is almost always expected in privacy policies, hence
the inclusion of COOKIE in our conceptual model.

IV. METADATA IDENTIFICATION IN PRIVACY POLICIES
(RQ2)

In this section, we address RQ2 by developing a solution
for automatically extracting metadata from privacy policies.
Our proposed solution uses a combination of NLP and ML
to perform sentence classification. In our context, sentence is
the unit of analysis, and refers to the textual entity that results
from applying an NLP sentence splitting module, irrespec-
tive of whether the sentences identified by such a module
correspond to grammatical sentences. The rationale behind
using sentences rather than phrases as units of analysis is
that sentences are more likely to contain the context necessary
for understanding their meaning [24] and thus lead to more
accurate classification results.

To facilitate discussion throughout this section, we refer to
three levels of metadata types, level-1, level-2 and level-3, as
introduced in Sec. III. Metadata extraction can be formulated
as a hierarchical, multi-label and multi-class classification
problem. The hierarchical, multi-class classification nature of
the problem can be seen in the conceptual model of Fig. 1,
where most level-1 metadata types are further classified into
sub-metadata types (level-2 and level-3). Multi-label classi-
fication reflects the fact that a sentence can refer to one or
more metadata types. Therefore, our solution can predict one
or more potential labels (metadata types) for each sentence in a
given privacy policy. In the following, we first explain how we
collected the privacy policies from which we created our train-
ing and test sets. We then describe the details of our approach.

A. Collection of Privacy Policies

We have collected a total of 234 privacy policies from the
fund domain. This domain is one of the main domains where
our industry partner, Linklaters, is active in. Fund management
companies aim at attracting national and foreign investors who

TABLE I: Glossary Excerpt.

Metadata Reference Intuitive Description
PD
ORIGIN

Art. 14.2(f) From which source the personal data origi-
nates (i.e., direct or indirect), and if applicable,
whether it came from a publicly and/or third-
party and/or cookie sources.

INDIRECT Art. 14 When the personal data are not obtained from
the data subject.

THIRD-
PARTY

Art. 14 When the personal data are obtained from
organisations external to the data controller.

PUBLICLY Art. 14 When the personal data are obtained from
public sources (i.e., from a public website).

are seeking a financial market where they can set up their
investments. The impact of focusing on the fund domain, as
we explain in Sec. VI, is that we cannot yet comment on
the accuracy of our proposed automation outside this domain.
At the same time, we must emphasize that the conceptual
model described in Sec. III is domain-agnostic, noting that
it was derived from GDPR and the (domain-independent)
knowledge of legal experts about privacy policies. Out of the
234 policies, almost 60% were provided to us by Linklaters.
For the remaining 40%, we downloaded privacy policies from
companies in the fund registry of Luxembourg , which has a
substantial footprint in fund management.

All 234 privacy policies were annotated according to the
conceptual model of Fig. 1 [25], a subset of which was
validated by experts. We partitioned the privacy policies into
two batches. The first batch (30 policies) was annotated by
one of the authors of this paper who has acquired domain
expertise through close interaction with the collaborating law
firm. During the annotation of the first batch, we kept track
of the keywords that are frequently used to express certain
metadata types. The second batch (209 policies) was annotated
by four third-party individuals. Three of these individuals are
graduate students in social sciences; they are native English
speakers with considerable prior exposure to legal documents.
The fourth annotator is a computer-science graduate student
with an excellent command of English and six months of prior
internship experience on a legal informatics project. All four
annotators attended two four-hour training sessions, focused
on GDPR concepts and the definitions of our metadata types.
The annotators were further provided with detailed guidelines
on how the metadata types should be annotated with examples
from the first batch.

The annotators were asked to annotate each sentence in the
privacy policies with the metadata types that they deemed
to be present in the sentence. For example, if a sentence
discusses the metadata type ACCESS, then this sentence would
be annotated (once) with DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT.ACCESS.
If the sentence happens to refer to metadata types other
than ACCESS, then the sentence would be annotated with
all the applicable metadata types. For example, a sentence
already annotated with DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT.ACCESS can
be further annotated with DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT.ERASURE,
PD_TIME_STORED, and other metadata types. Following best
practice, the entire document collection (234 privacy policies)
is split randomly into two subsets containing about 90%
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and 10% of the policies, respectively used for training and
development (210 policies) and for evaluation (24 policies).

B. Metadata Identification Approach

Figure 4 provides an overview of our approach. The ap-
proach takes as input a privacy policy and returns as output
metadata annotations for each sentence in the input privacy
policy. In the first three steps of the approach, the text of
the input privacy policy is pre-processed and transformed
into a mathematical representation. In Step 4, we classify
the sentences of the input privacy policy using ML-based
classifiers. Each classifier in this step is a predictor for the
presence of a certain level-1 or level-2 metadata type in
sentences. In Step 5, we classify the sentences by analyzing
how similar each sentence in the input privacy policy is to the
groups of sentences annotated with level-2 metadata types. In
Step 6, we classify the sentences based on looking up pre-
defined keywords and focusing on the metadata types at level-
2 and level-3. In Step 7, we combine the results of Steps 4, 5,
and 6 in order to predict metadata types for each sentence in
the input privacy policy. Finally, in Step 8, we refine through
some post-processing the results produced in Step 7. Below,
we elaborate the steps of our approach.

1) Pre-processing: Pre-processing is the first step, in which
the input privacy policy is parsed, and its text extracted and
split into sentences. In this step, on top of the standard
NLP pipeline – consisting of tokenization, sentence splitting,
stopword removal, and lemmatization – we apply a named
entity recognizer to obtain annotations for organizations and
locations in the text.

2) Text Generalization: Generalization is the task of replac-
ing the specific textual entities with more generic ones. Specif-
ically, we replace named entities (as identified by the named
entity recognizer module of Step 1) with their types. For exam-
ple, the country name United Kingdom and the company name
Google LLC will be replaced by location and organization,
respectively. Similarly, we generalize emails, postal addresses,
telephone numbers, and websites. The intuition behind this
step is to normalize the text such that, despite the diversity
in the privacy policies we use for training (e.g., the mentions
of different locations), the approach can still learn common
patterns and predict the metadata types with high accuracy.

3) Vectorization: The third step is to transform sentences
into embeddings. For this, we utilize the pre-trained word-
vector model from GloVe [14] (introduced Section II). This

model represents 100-dimensional vectors generated by train-
ing on extensive text corpora from Wikipedia and the web. We
use this word-vector model for creating sentence embeddings.
First, we retrieve the corresponding embeddings for each word
in a sentence as given by the pre-trained model, and then we
average over all the word embeddings in the sentence to get
a single vector representing the sentence embeddings [26].

4) ML-based Classification: In this step, we build ML
classifiers for predicting level-1 and level-2 metadata types
in each sentence of the input privacy policy. Currently, the
number of positive examples we have in our training set is
not sufficient for building accurate ML classifiers for level-3
metadata types. This is the reason why our current solution
restricts ML classification to level-1 and level-2.

Our (level-1 and level-2) classifiers are trained on a feature
matrix in which each row corresponds to a sentence and the
columns are the 100-dimensional sentence embeddings from
Step 3. The prediction class for each classifier is a level-1
or level-2 metadata type. This means that, Step 4 creates one
classifier for each level-1 and level-2 metadata type in the
model of Fig. 1. Inspired by Wang and Manning [27], we use
SVM with its default hyper-parameters for sentence classifi-
cation. We train the SVM classifiers with positive examples
representing the sentences that have been annotated with a
particular metadata type (e.g., DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT) and
negative examples annotated with any other metadata type
at the same level (e.g., all but DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT). In
most of the cases, we had an imbalanced dataset with positive
examples being under-represented; we thus had to perform
under-sampling (over negative examples) [19].

5) Similarity-based Classification: In this step, we classify
the sentences of the input privacy policy based on how
similar each sentence in the policy is to the group of sen-
tences that have a certain level-2 metadata annotation (e.g.,
DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT.ACCESS) as per the training set dis-
cussed in Sec. IV-A. Restricting similarity-based classification
to level-2 was prompted by this type of classification not being
conclusive enough for level-1 and level-3 metadata types, as
observed in our experiments.

Similar to Step 4, Step 5 characterizes each sentence using
the vector representation built in Step 3. Since an individual
sentence can have multiple metadata type annotations, the
same sentence embeddings can be part of several groups.
Step 5 creates one group for each level-2 metadata type. Each
group is represented by a single vector, computed by averaging
the embeddings of all the sentences in that group. To predict
whether a sentence S should be annotated with a certain level-
2 metadata type M , we compute the cosine similarity between
S and the averaged vector of the group of sentences annotated
by M (in the training set). If the cosine similarity is above a
pre-specified threshold, we predict M to be a metadata type
for S. We set the value of this threshold to 0.9. This threshold
was arrived at empirically by evaluating the accuracy of the
prediction using a range of similarity threshold values between
0.6 and 0.9 with a step of 0.1 on a subset of the privacy policies
in the training set.



6) Keyword-based Classification: As explained in
Sec. IV-A, while annotating the privacy policies, we
developed a list of keywords for level-2 and level-3 metadata
types. We observed that the sentences referring to level-1
metadata types have less in common than those from level-2
and level-3 and, therefore, keeping keywords does not help
at that level. In this step, we conduct a keyword search
over the sentences in the input privacy policy. If a sentence
S contains one or more of the keywords associated with
metadata type M , then we predict that S should be annotated
with M . For example, if a given sentence contains the
keyword oppose, this sentence will be predicted as having
DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT.OBJECT as an annotation. Our
keyword lists contain a total of 183 entries across level-2 and
level-3 metadata types. The keywords will be made publicly
available if the paper is accepted (see footnote 1 on page 1).

7) Prediction: This step combines the ML-based (Step 4),
similarity-based (Step 5) and keyword-based (Step 6) clas-
sifications to produce a final recommendation about which
metadata types should be ascribed to a given sentence. Our
strategy for combining the above three classifications is elab-
orated in Algorithm 1. The algorithm predicts the metadata
types relevant to a given sentence at all levels (level-1, level-2
and level-3). We explain the details of this algorithm, next.

The algorithm starts with an initially empty set of annota-
tions,M (Line 1). It then predicts level-1 and level-2 metadata
types by considering two cases, Case 1 (Lines 2–13) and
Case 2 (Lines 14–21), as described below. Case 1 applies when
some level-1 metadata type has been predicted for a sentence
through ML-based classification. Case 2 applies otherwise.
Note that Case 1 and Case 2 may attempt to add toM the same
level-1 metadata annotation multiple times. In such cases, only
one copy of the annotation is retained (since M is a set).
Case 1: For each level-1 metadata type `i predicted via
ML-based classification (cf 1), the algorithm checks (Line
4) if `i is specialized by any level-2 metadata type in the
conceptual model of Fig. 1. If `i has no specializations,
`i is predicted as a metadata type for the given sentence
(Line 5). Otherwise, a more elaborate analysis is performed
based on level-2 metadata types (Lines 7–11). Specifically,
the algorithm checks the similarity-based and keywords-based
predictions for every level-2 metadata type, `j , that specializes
`i. If the similarity between the sentence vector, ~S, and the
average vector of the associated group, ~av(`j), is above the
threshold of 0.9, and further, `j is predicted by keyword search
as well, then both `i and `j are added to M.
Case 2: For any level-1 metadata type `′i that has not been
predicted by ML-based classification, we check whether any
specialization `j of `′i has been predicted by ML-based clas-
sification (cf 2). If this prediction is confirmed by either the
similarity-based or keyword-based classification, then both `′i
and `j are added to M.

Finally, the algorithm attempts to predict level-3 metadata
types (Lines 22–28) based on any already predicted level-2
metadata types. Specifically, the algorithm considers all level-3
metadata types that specialize some level-2 metadata type

Algorithm 1 Metadata Prediction for a Sentence S

Require: ~S: vector representation of S; cf 1, cf 2: binary
classifiers trained on level-1 and level-2 metadata types,
respectively; ~av(t): average vector for the group of sen-
tences annotated with metadata type t; K: set of metadata
types predicted based on keyword search in S.

Output: A set, M, of metadata types predicted for S
1: M← ∅
2: Let L1 be the set of (level-1) metadata types predicted for

~S by cf 1 // Case 1 begins
3: for `i ∈ L1 do
4: if `i has no level-2 specializations then
5: Add `i to M
6: else
7: for `j s. t. `j is a (level-2) specialization of `i do
8: if sim(~S, ~av(`j)) ≥ 0.9 and `j ∈ K then
9: Add both `i and `j to M

10: end if
11: end for
12: end if
13: end for // Case 1 ends
14: Let L′

1 be the set of (level-1) metadata types not predicted
for ~S by cf 1 // Case 2 begins

15: for `′i ∈ L′
1 do

16: for `j s. t. `j is a (level-2) specialization of `′i do
17: if `j is predicted for ~S by cf 2 and

(sim(~S, ~av(`j)) ≥ 0.9 or `j ∈ K) then
18: Add both `′i and `j to M
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for // Case 2 ends
22: for level-2 metadata type `j ∈M do // Predict level-3
23: for level-3 metadata type `q specializing `j do
24: if `q ∈ K then
25: Add `q to M
26: end if
27: end for
28: end for

already in M. Any considered level-3 metadata type that is
also predicted by keyword search is added to M.

8) Post-processing: In the eighth and final step of our
approach, we refine the results of Step 7 by considering the
metadata types predicted for the sentences surrounding a given
sentence. The intuition behind this step is the observation that
certain metadata types, e.g., DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT (DSR),
are discussed in consecutive sentences of privacy policies.
Based on this observation, when a sentence S is predicted
as having a specific metadata type M as an annotation, the
surrounding context, specifically, the preceding and succeeding
sentences, can provide a confirmatory measure as to whether
M is a reliable prediction for S.

The number of sentences that we consider as potentially
being in the same context depends on the number of metadata
types in level-2. For example, eight sentences (before and
after) are considered to be potentially in context for DSR



because there are eight DSR level-2 metadata types in total.
We employ several such context-based heuristics for

post-processing (not listed here due to space). For exam-
ple, in relation to DSR, we apply the following heuris-
tic: if a sentence S is predicted as having DSRi (e.g.,
DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT.ACCESS) as an annotation, then we
look at the eight preceding and eight succeeding sentences. If
none of these surrounding sentences discuss some DSRj (e.g.,
DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT.ERASURE), then we remove DSRi

from the annotations for S; this is because the context around
S lends no support for DSRi being a correct annotation for S.

V. CASE STUDY

In this section, we describe the case study through which
we answer RQ3 and RQ4. RQ3 aims to assess how accurate
our automated metadata identification method is, whereas RQ4
aims to examine the accuracy of our overall approach for
checking the completeness of privacy policies according to
GDPR. We present our case study in terms of: (1) objectives
and design (Sec. V-A); (2) defining the completeness criteria
of interest for the case study (Sec. V-B); (3) identifying
metadata in privacy policies (Sec. V-C); and (4) checking the
completeness of privacy policies (Sec. V-D).

A. Objectives and Design

We evaluate our approach on the test set (as explained in
Sec. IV-A) with a total of 24 privacy policies that are not
used during training or development. We focus our evaluation
on two metadata types: DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHTS (DSR) and
LEGAL_BASIS (LB) and their descendants (see Fig. 1). We
scope our empirical evaluation to these metadata types for two
main reasons: (1) importance: legal experts considered these
types to be the first to check when verifying the completeness
of a privacy policy, and (2) interdependence: the selected
metadata types are interdependent. By interdependence, we
mean that the metadata types should appear together in a
privacy policy due to the conceptual relationship that exists
between the metadata types. For example, if the LB sub-
metadata type CONTRACT is present, then DSR sub-metadata
type PORTABILITY needs to be present as well.

B. Completeness Criteria

In our case study, an incompleteness issue is raised when
at least one of the following completeness criteria is violated:
C1: The following DSR sub-metadata types must always
be present: ACCESS, COMPLAINT, RECTIFICATION, and RE-
STRICTION. The absence of any one of these would render a
privacy policy incomplete.
C2: If the LB sub-metadata type CONTRACT is present, then
the DSR sub-metadata type PORTABILITY should be present
as well.
C3: If either of the LB sub-metadata types LEGITI-
MATE_INTEREST or PUBLIC_FUNCTION are present, then the
DSR sub-metadata type OBJECT should be present as well.
C4: If the LB sub-metadata type CONSENT is present, then the
DSR sub-metadata types ERASURE, OBJECT, PORTABILITY,
and WITHDRAW_CONSENT should be present as well.

TABLE II: Accuracy Results for Metadata Identification.

DSR P% R% LB P% R%
ACCESS 100 91 CONSENT 95 100
COMPLAINT 100 100 CONTRACT 90 95
COMPLAINT.SA 100 100 CONTRACT.TO

ENTER CONTRACT
100 87

ERASURE 100 89 CONTRACT.
CONTRACTUAL

94 100

OBJECT 94 94 CONTRACT.
STATUTORY

83 100

PORTABILITY 100 100 LEGAL
OBLIGATION

100 96

RECTIFICATION 100 95 LEGITIMATE
INTEREST

100 81

RESTRICTION 100 94 PUBLIC FUNCTION 75 60
WITHDRAW
CONSENT

100 94 VITAL
INTEREST

100 80

We note that, for a given privacy policy, C2 and C3 check
for one incompleteness issue each, whereas C1 and C4 check
for four different incompleteness issues each.

C. Identifying Metadata in Privacy Policies (RQ3)

In this section, we assess the accuracy of our approach
in identifying the metadata types DSR and LB in privacy
policies. To measure accuracy, we use as gold standard the
manually annotated versions of the 24 privacy policies in
our test set. Our approach works at the sentence level, as
explained in Sec. IV. However, to answer RQ3, we need to
evaluate the presence or absence of the metadata types of
interest irrespectively of the number of sentences containing
these metadata types. For example, if five sentences happen to
discuss the metadata type DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT.ACCESS,
and at least one of them is correctly identified by our approach,
then we consider this metadata type to be correctly identified
for the underlying privacy policy. This way of measuring
accuracy is motivated by our objective, which is checking
completeness; as can be seen from the criteria presented in
Sec. V-B, what one needs to ascertain to be able to verify the
criteria is the presence or absence of the metadata types within
an entire privacy policy.

To evaluate our metadata identification approach, we define:
(1) True Positives (TPs) to be the cases where at least one
sentence is correctly identified for an expected metadata type
according to the gold standard, (2) False Positives (FPs) to
be the cases where an incorrect metadata type is detected,
and (3) False Negatives (FNs) to be the cases where we miss
a metadata type that exists in the gold standard. Following
this definitions, we compute precision (TP/(TP + FP)) and
recall (TP/(TP + FN )) across the test privacy policies for
the different sub-metadata types of DSR and LB.

Table II reports the accuracy of metadata identification
for DSR and LB. As shown by the table, our approach
achieves a precision of 100% and a recall greater than 90%
for seven out of the eight DSR level-2 types, and perfect
precision and recall for the only DSR level-3 metadata type
(COMPLAINT.SA). Achieving high precision implies that our
approach is able to correctly identify the metadata types
considered with zero or very few FPs. In the case of OB-
JECT, the approach yields one FP out of the total of 18



TABLE III: Accuracy Results for Incompleteness Detection.

# TPs FPs FNs P% R%
C1 16 4 0 80 100
C2 5 1 0 83 100
C3 3 0 2 100 60
C4 21 3 0 88 100
Summary 45 8 2 85 96

instances where OBJECT is predicted. For LB, our approach
yields a precision greater than 90% for all of the level-
2 and level-3 metadata types except PUBLIC_FUNCTION
and CONTRACT.STATUTORY, and a recall greater than 90%
except for LEGITIMATE_INTEREST, PUBLIC_FUNCTION,
VITAL_INTEREST and CONTRACT.TO_ENTER_CONTRACT.
With regard to PUBLIC_FUNCTION and VITAL_INTEREST,
we note that these metadata types are rare in the fund do-
main. We, therefore, have few examples in our experimental
material (both for training and development and for testing).
As expected, the accuracy of our approach is notably lower
for these metadata types. Our approach leads to four FNs
over the metadata type LEGITIMATE_INTEREST. Sentences
related to this metadata type tend to be rather generic and
vague, thus making it difficult to conclusively identify LEGIT-
IMATE_INTEREST. This explains the lower recall.

The answer to RQ3 is: Our approach achieves an average
precision of 99% and 95%, and an average recall of 93%
and 89% for DATA_SUBJECT_RIGHT and LEGAL_BASIS,
respectively.

D. Completeness Checking of Privacy Policies (RQ4)

While the accuracy of metadata identification has a direct
influence on the accuracy of completeness checking, RQ3 per
se does not measure the accuracy of completeness checking;
this is instead the subject of RQ4.

To answer RQ4, we need to redefine TP, FP, and FN in
the context of completeness checking. Specifically, we define:
(1) TPs as cases where the approach correctly identifies a
genuine violation of some completeness criterion, (2) FPs as
cases where some criterion that is actually satisfied by the
policy is incorrectly found to be violated, and (3) FNs as cases
where there is actually a violation of some criterion but this
violation goes undetected by our approach.

In Tab. III, we show our accuracy results for completeness
checking. We have organized the results in this table according
to the four criteria, C1-C4, presented in Sec. V-B. Below, we
discuss the results for each of the four criteria.
C1: All 16 actual incompleteness issues are detected alongside
four FPs. These FPs are caused by the metadata identifi-
cation phase having missed some DSR sub-metadata types:
ACCESS (two instances), RECTIFICATION (one instance), and
RESTRICTION (one instance).
C2: All five actual incompleteness issues are detected. The
metadata identification phase incorrectly detected the presence
of the LB sub-metadata type CONTRACT (one instance). This
prompted checking the presence of the DSR sub-metadata type
PORTABILITY, which is absent. This results in one FP.

C3: Three genuine incompleteness issues are detected and
two are missed. The missed issues stem from the metadata
identification phase missing the LB sub-metadata types: LE-
GITIMATE_INTEREST (one instance) and PUBLIC_FUCNTION
(one instance). There are no FPs for C3.
C4: All 21 actual incompleteness issues are identified along-
side three FPs. The FPs are due to the metadata identification
phase missing the DSR sub-metadata types: ERASURE (two
instances), and WITHDRAW_CONSENT (one instance).

When checking the completeness of privacy policies, recall
is more important than precision. This is because a human
analyst can dismiss the FPs (false alarms) with relative ease
as long as there are not too many of them. On the other
hand, a deficit in recall means that the automation is missing
incompleteness issues. Unless recall is very high, an expert is
thus unlikely to trust the automatically generated results and
may opt for a fully manual analysis.

At a privacy-policy level, our approach is able to correctly
identify all the privacy policies that have some incompleteness
issue (10 out of the 24 privacy policies in the test set), while
raising a false alarm on only two (out of the 24) policies.
This means that no incomplete policy could pass through
our approach undetected, although our approach did not have
perfect recall on one of the criteria, namely C3.

The answer to RQ4 is: Our approach is able to detect 45
out of the total of 47 incompleteness issues in the 24 privacy
policies in our test set. Over these policies, the approach had
eight false positives. The approach thus has a precision of 85%
and recall of 96% over our case study. At the level of policies,
the approach could identify all the incomplete policies (i.e.,
a recall of 100%) while mistakenly identifying two complete
policies as incomplete (i.e., a precision of 10 / (10+2) ' 83%).

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Below, we discuss threats to the validity of our empirical
results and what we did to mitigate these threats.

Internal Validity. Bias was an important concern in relation
to internal validity. To mitigate bias, we curated most (∼90%)
of the manual annotations through third-parties (non-authors).
Another potential threat to internal validity is that the authors
interpreted the text of GDPR provisions in order to create
the privacy policy conceptual model presented in Fig. 1. To
minimize the threat posed by subjective interpretation, this
phase was done in close collaboration with independent legal
experts (lawyers specialized in data protection). In addition,
our conceptual model is explicit and thus open to scrutiny.

External Validity. The qualitative study through which we
built our conceptual model of privacy policies is domain-
agnostic: the study was rooted in GDPR and further enhanced
by feedback from legal experts who had familiarity with
data protection in a variety of domains. This provides a
fair degree of confidence about our conceptual model being
generalizable. As for our evaluation of automation accuracy
in Sec. IV, and more specifically, whether the accuracy levels
observed would generalize beyond the fund domain, we note
that certain metadata types were rare in privacy policies from



the fund domain. Furthermore, we have not yet conducted
a multi-domain evaluation of our metadata identification and
completeness checking approaches. For these reasons, it would
be premature to make claims about how our accuracy results
would carry over to other domains. That said, we believe that
the core components of our automation approach, notably, our
hybridized use of word embeddings, ML-based classification,
similarity analysis and keyword search, provides a versatile
basis for the future development of a more broadly applicable
solution to check the completeness of privacy policies.

VII. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related work on (1) identifying
privacy-policy requirements, and (2) completeness checking of
privacy policies. It is important to note that our discussion of
related work is not meant at providing a detailed coverage of
the already extensive literature on GDPR. For the purposes of
this paper, when it comes to GDPR, we are interested in only
those threads of work that address privacy policies.

Identifying privacy-policy requirements. Caramujo et
al. [7] target privacy policies from the web and mobile appli-
cations, and propose a domain-specific language along with
model transformations for specifying privacy-policy models.
Similarly, Pullonen et al. [28] present a multi-level model to
be used as an extension of the Business Process Model and
Notation to enable the visualization, analysis, and communica-
tion of the privacy-policy characteristics of business processes.
Finally, Kumar and Shyamasundar [29] explore the suitability
of information-flow controls as a tool for specifying and
enforcing privacy-policy requirements. These existing works
address a subset of the privacy-policy metadata types discussed
in this paper. In addition, all of them focus on providing
guidelines that are not strictly based on GDPR. In contrast,
we systematically identify the requirements that, according to
GDPR, must be met by privacy policies for completeness.

Checking the completeness of privacy policies. Tesfay
et al. [30] propose an ML-based method for classifying the
content of privacy policies across multiple categories using
predefined keywords. Bhatia et al. [31] develop a semi-
automated framework for extracting privacy goals from pri-
vacy policies through crowdsourcing and NLP. Further, there
are crowdsourcing initiatives like the ones presented by Liu
et al. [32] and Wilson et al. [33], where privacy policies
are manually annotated in order to match their text segments
against privacy issues of interest. Guerriero et al. [34] proposed
a framework for specifying, enforcing and checking privacy
policies in data-intensive applications. Bhatia et al. [35]
present a semantic frame-based representation for privacy
statements that can be used to identify incompleteness in
four categories of data action: collection, retention, usage,
and transfer. Lippi et al. [36] present 33 metadata types
for GDPR privacy policies and provide automatic support
for vagueness detection based on manually crafted rules and
(terminology-dependent) ML. Our work in this paper has a
different analytical focus, namely completeness checking. In
terms of metadata types, the set of 55 types that we propose

cover all the ones identified by Lippi et al., except for one
metatadata type, Policy Change, which is orthogonal to our
purposes. These approaches rely to a large extent on the exact
phrasing of the policies to be able to extract and classify
information. They do not present a thorough conceptualization
of the content expected in privacy policies. The scope of
application of these approaches is thus limited and, where
automation is provided, the accuracy is not high enough for
industrial use. In this paper, we addressed the above limitations
by considering a wider set of metadata types and using an
advanced combination of NLP and ML for automated support.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an AI-enabled approach for com-
pleteness checking of privacy policies according to the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). We first developed a con-
ceptual model aimed at providing a thorough characterization
of the content of privacy policies. Based on this conceptual
model, we devised criteria describing how a privacy policy
should be checked for completeness against GDPR. Second,
using Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning,
we developed automated support for classifying the content of
privacy policies and thus providing the information elements
necessary for checking privacy-policy completeness.

We curated a considerable number of annotated privacy
policies (234 policies in total), with the majority of the
annotation work performed by third-parties. We evaluated our
approach through a case study designed around two critical
classes of metadata types, having to do with data subject rights
and the legal basis for the processing of personal data. Our
metadata identification approach achieved an average precision
of 99% and 95% with an average recall of 93% and 89% for
identifying these two classes of metadata types, respectively.
We ran the relevant completeness criteria over the identified
metadata. Our completeness checking approach was able to
detect 45 out of the total of 47 incompleteness issues in
the real-world privacy policies we used for validation. The
approach generated eight false positives. Our completeness
checking approach thus had a precision of 85% and a recall
of 95% over our case study.

In the future, we plan to expand our metadata identification
approach to cover a broader set of metadata types. Moreover,
we would like to enhance our completeness criteria so that
they consider not only the presence/absence of metadata but
also the meaning of the sentences containing the metadata.
Another important direction for future work is to go beyond
our current case-study domain (funds) in order to assess the
generalizability of our approach.
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